
Yoga exploded onto the scene  
With unprecedented force over this past eon.

Have you noticed?

It went mainstream—it’s everywhere these days, it seems.
Most people have heard of “Downward-Facing Dog,” 

Don’t you think?
Yoga is a buzzword, it’s trendy, it’s the rage.

It’s our destiny—our fate!
Little do most understand it’s about our inner relationship

With God, our Creator, the Saints.

Everyone has heard of Yoga,
But do they comprehend what it really means to the Soul?

We see on every other car the bumper sticker, “I do Yoga!”
A friend told me of one that even says, 

“I am driving under the influence of Savasana.”

There are beautiful, artsy yoga mats for that ideal Tadasana pose,
Designer water bottles etched with the Sanskrit symbol of OM.

Fancy yogatards for smooth, flexible postures 
In a graceful flowing yoga/dance.

Natural bamboo yoga pants for stylized stretching
Into the perfect Warrior stance,

Skimpy designer outfits especially for sweaty Bikram Yoga—
To help the body breathe and cool down for that ideal balance.

There are holds, there are flows.
There are pricey organic cotton yoga clothes.

And soon to be a yoga hybrid car … who knows?  ;-)

There are so many types of yoga:  
Hot yoga, power yoga, vinyasa flow,

Yin Yoga, Zen Yoga. Ashtanga on the Go,
Fast yoga, kids’ yoga, restorative yoga that’s really, really slow!

Iyengar holds, Kundalini fire-breath poses 
And Anusara for breathing into the heart chakra.

And of course, our very favorite one of all: 
Ananda Yoga for Higher Awareness—

Poses with affirmations to feel the Divine cosmic flow
So our consciousness can open, awaken, and grow.

But when they talk about yoga, most people suppose 
It’s just a trendy exercise program to achieve the perfect pose.

They don’t realize what Yoga really is
Or see the depth of its teachings

Amid all the “yoga biz.”

Yoga is so much more then meets the eye—
Not only postures, but healthier breathing techniques

And calming meditation so the Spirit can rise,
An entire system for a healthier, happier life.

“Yoga” means “to yoke together in Oneness.”
It lifts our inner energy up to the spiritual eye

To harmonize our lower nature with the Higher,
Like a flower blooming forth: “The Jewel in the Lotus,” 

Awakening us to our Divine Essence, 
That we may emanate peace, joy, and love

To all our sisters and brothers,
Live in harmony with all that is,

And share what we have gained with others.
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